NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
LEONARD N. STERN
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

VIRTUAL CEREMONY
FRIDAY, JULY 30, 2021
6:00 P.M. (ET)

SKIRBALL CEREMONY
SATURDAY, JULY 31, 2021
3:00 P.M. (ET)

*Several featured photos were taken before the COVID-19 pandemic.
The National Anthem
Net Present Vocals

Dean’s Greeting
Raghu Sundaram
Dean

Keynote Speaker
Xavier James
Chief Operating Officer
Major League Baseball Players Association

Remarks on Behalf of Executive MBA
Naomi Diamant, Academic Director

Remarks on Behalf of MS in Global Finance
Menachem Brenner, Academic Director

Remarks on Behalf of MS in Risk Management
Michael Pinedo, Academic Director

Remarks on Behalf of MS in Business Analytics
Anindya Ghose, Academic Director

Tribute to the Class of 2021

Class of 2021 Candidate Recognition

Closing Remarks
Robert Salomon
Vice Dean, Executive Programs
SKIRBALL CEREMONY PROGRAM
SATURDAY, JULY 31, 2021

Processional

Dean’s Remarks
Raghu Sundaram
Dean

Vice Dean’s Remarks
Robert Salomon
Vice Dean, Executive Programs

Student Remarks
Erin Donnelly, Executive MBA NY J21
Jason Rosenberg, Executive MBA NY A21
Matthew Smeltzer, Executive MBA DC21
Eduardo Abreu, MS in Global Finance
Constanze Toplansky, MS in Risk Management
Cade Cherry, MS in Business Analytics

Recognition of Class Representatives

Presentation of Degree Candidates & Conferral of Degree

Recessional
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

January Class of 2021, NY

Mikael Amistoso
David Pohlson Ardente
Hunter Argenbright
Catherine Badillo
Amy Berretta
Krista Bowman
Min Kyoung Kim-Bryant
Caio Cavichioli
Grant H. Chen
Megan Chiste
Duri Chitayat
Aliza Citrin
Alexander Corona
Chris Coyle

Terry Coyle
Maisam Dadgar
Joseph D’Amelio
Erin Farrell Donnelly
Christopher Faherty
Tyler Fiorito
Adam French
Jennifer Herbst
Shintaro Higashi
Christopher Hodges
Walter Hutcherson
Elizabeth James
Spencer Jensen
Mike Kaiser
J.C. Khoury
Srujana Kilaru
Allison Krant

Abhimanyu Vellodi
Kuttikkat
Emma Li Xu
Alex Liu
Brittany Lynch
Shonel Mackie
Laurent Maertens
Jaimie Ariel Mayer
Angela Mayfield
Adam McGahee
Kevin Morrow
Scott Moscatelli
Shashi Neerukonda
Brooke Nicholson
Mohammad Obeidat
Jeff Olchovy
Amit Pandya

Astu Patel
Chandni Patel
Carlos Perez
Alex Pietroforte
Gian Antonio Pisterzi
Danny Ray
Jennifer Redmond
Evan Rosenstock
Thomas R. Russo, Jr.
Marc Brett Schlesinger
Blake Schreck
Alex Sokolov
Letícia Torres Martins
Frank Trombino
Gabriel Yarmush
Jennifer V. Young
August Class of 2021, NY

Payam Daniel Abbassian
Emmanouela Androulaki
German Attanasio Ruiz
Susana M. Ayyanathan
Mattias Bjork
Ben Bryer
Pat Butkus
Kyle Carver
Ellen Cavaleri
Ria Chadha
Alexandra Charnas
Ravi Kumar Chhabra
Mina Davis
Brendan James Duffy
Katie Edgerton
Matthew Charles Eisenman
Sandhya Espitia
Alexander Feld
Lawrence Ferrara
Michael Fisher
Grace Yung Foster
Jen Garcia
Kasra Ghodoussipour
Andres Gomez-Caminero
Neha P. Gosalia
Katherine Grehl
Soterios Gyftopoulos
Inhtae Hwang
Brianne Jahn
Dilip Joshi
Athena Kerin
Ted Kim
Riayn Rosenstock Lavoie
Daniel Lee
Sejin Lim
Ryan MacInnis
Claire Magliola
Claire Allison Mammen
Vishal Mehta
Rolando Morillo
Alexander Joseph Nobile
Krishna V. Raghavan
Geraldine Ramos
Joscelyn Read
Jason Rosenberg
Rajveer Sachdev
Luca Samman
Brynne Sarsfield
Rocco Scanniello
Gabriel Silva
Jackson Smith
Eiichiro Grant Takeda
Sheila Anne Taylor
Ramesh Vaddi
Emily A. Weisenbach
Andrew S. Wolff
Satoshi Yamaki
August Class of 2021, DC

Vivek Kumar Agarwal
Dan Amick
Esther An
Adolfo Argüello Vives
Georg Aue
Milenka Bascope
John Cabbage
Darwin Castillo
Julio Cesar Cerrada
Haseeb Chowdhry
Kevin Han Ding
Erin Smith Flior
Jay Freeman
Marcell Ganis
Jonathan Gold
Khalifa Gopaul
Jeremy B. Harrell
Veronique Hutchinson
Priya Jayanthi
Jakob Johnsen
Broderick D. Johnson
Albert Kung
Robert Lin
Yi (Louis) Lu
Quinci Martin
Kevin McCarthy
Chris McConnell
Chris McKenzie
Matthew C. Meade
Anita Mehta
Jed Morris
Rida Naeem
Mark Pettit
Nikki Powers
Stephen Reed
Evan Rolfe
Michael Bakiranze Serwadda
Mambu Sherman
Igor Simas
Matthew William Smeltzer
Kennard Smith
Lucas Snyder
Jessie Spielvogel
Peihu Wang
Dennis Wijers
Allix Wright
Weijia (William) Wu
MS IN GLOBAL FINANCE

Eduardo Abreu
Dave Almarinez
Sean Seongwan Bae
Marco Yin Cheung Chan
Yee Fai Chan
Vivian Chan
Adam Clay
Thelma Ganguly
Alexander Hadirahardjo
Yuting Hu
Wen Huo
Euclides Juarez
Dae Hyeong Jung
So Jin Jung
Maynard Kang
Sinwook Kang
David Klausner
Nieko Kusuma
Jeffrey Kwong
Naveed Laghari
Mavis Lam
Stephanie Lau
Mao Li
Peng Li
Andrew Lin
Yu Ju Lin
William Lin
Huiting Miao
Chi Hing Mok
Elaine Ng
Daniel Ohn
Hailin Pan
Jinwoo Park
Jinman Park
Xiaoxiao Qin
Wincen Adiputra Santoso
Julie Shah
Abhijat Solapurkar
Chris Tao
Sudhir Tiwari
Joseph Turner
Yuhao Wang
Xiao Xiao
Yuxi Yin
Kai Yu
Fan Zhang
MS IN RISK MANAGEMENT

Abdulaziz Almuzaffar
Sameer Bagaber
Angela Balassanian
Andrew Barelli
Lucas Jiquan Chia
Marc Faria
Djiby Faye
Jerry Fung

Jaspal Singh-Jessy Gill
Alexandre Guiraud-Cointreau
Ariana Anarely Cuellar Gutiérrez
Ahreum Kim
Hui Li
Zujian Li
Luke Makai
Iris Neuhaus

Henry Redden
Asad Rizvi
Bashiru Salami
Maria Silveira
Constanze Toplansky
Xiaoyu Wu
Yin Zheng
MS IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Sindhu Adhoni
Jeremy Balrup
Brandon Boivin
Romans Borisovs
Zahraa Boustani
Cade Cherry
Sam Choi
Adi Eswar
Jayce Favero
Andrea Garrido
Jenny Gong
Ian Gonsalves
Ismael Gratereaux
Eric Gregware
Spencer Herbst
Joe Hernandez
Sharon Huang
Bryce Jacobs-Shannon
Ryan Jarry
Tiffany Joof
Sachin Kerur
Ming Nok Joseph Law
Doyce Lee
Queenie Li
Ashley Madison
Chris Maimone
Kelvin Marcano
Jonathan Moo
Kebra M. Nanton
Jessica Ng
Nate Pelletier
Keith Prabhal
Manav Purohit
Haishan Qian
Catherine Root
Jeremy Rosenblum
Steven Sanders
Kevin Sayet
Jared Schiller
Jane Shao
Dorel Tamam
Jing Tian
John Tyler
Daria Vakhmintsava
Jaya Vivekanandan
Muhammad Yasir
Glo Yoo
Ares Zhang
Jason Zhu
Jeff Zila
Join Stern Network
An online networking and mentorship platform that makes it easy for alumni and students to connect.

Explore Alumni Benefits
Alumni have lifelong access to career coaching, free and discounted executive education courses, networking and social events, and more.

Update your contact information and join the Stern alumni community on social.

#STERN2021
Special thanks to the members of
Net Present Vocals
for their rendition of the National Anthem:

Nathan Isaac Caplan
Sonja Colaco
Stephanie Curran
Kelley Henry

Omer Hit
Thomas J. Lopez
Trisha Paige Nussbaum
Zhiyuan Ben Wang